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                       Global Command Series 

GLOBAL WAR 1936-1945 

MARKER EXPANSION 
A ‘Global War’ Expansion 

 

Overview          
 
Historical Board Gaming is excited to release new markers for use 
with Global War 1936-1945.  These markers are sold separately on 
our website:  At the time of release some of these have rules that will 
be impacted by our upcoming ‘Partisans ‘and ‘Commander’ 
expansions. 
 

New Markers 

Barb Wire 
Trenchworks 
Tank Trap 
Hospital 
Headquarters 
Damaged Rail 
Supply Depot 
Spy 

 

Marker rules          
 

Barb Wire (Order Marker HERE) 

 

Cost: 1 IPP  
Placement: Place on the border between 
two land zones. 
Effect: Attacking infantry suffer a -1 on the 
first round of combat unless you have a 
Combat Engineer present. 

 
 
 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/Global-War-1936-1945-Variant-Map_p_2029.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/Global-War-1936-1945_c_575.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Battle-Markers-Tokens_c_467.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-BarbWire-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2215.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Trenchworks-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2212.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-TankTrap-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2211.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Hospital-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2207.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Headquarters-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2208.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Rail-Damage-Marker-Acrylic-X5_p_2205.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-SupplyDepot-Marker-Acrylic-x5_p_2209.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Spy-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2210.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-BarbWire-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2215.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-BarbWire-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2215.html
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Trenchworks (OrderMarker HERE) 
 

 

SOVIET ONLY  

Cost: 6 IPP 
Placement: During place units phase on 
the border of any two land zones one of 
which you must Possess.  You may also 
place on land-sea border. 
 
Effect: Provides a +1 bonus to defender on 
round one of combat, attacking armor that 
roll a “12” are eliminated 

 

Tank Traps (Order Marker HERE) 
 

 

Purchase: 2 IPP 
Placement: During place unit’s phase, 
place on the border between two land 
zones one of which you must Posses. You 
may also place on land-sea border. 
Effect: Prevents Blitz through a land zone. 
 

 

Hospital (Order Marker HERE) 
 

 

Purchase: 4 IPP 
Placement: During place units phase in 
any land zone in a supply path. 
Effect: In any adjacent zone, if there is a 
land battle, roll a D6 for each such zone.  
On a “6” place one of the eliminated infantry 
in the field hospital 

 
 
 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Trenchworks-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2212.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Trenchworks-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2212.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-TankTrap-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2211.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-TankTrap-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2211.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Hospital-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2207.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Hospital-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2207.html
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Headquarters (Order Marker HERE) 
 

 

Purchase: 8 IPP 
Placement: During place units phase 
anywhere in a supply path. 
Movement: By Rail during strategic rail 
movement or 1. 
Commanders Expansion: If you are 
playing with our Commander expansion 
you may extend any benefits a commander 
has from his headquarters to all 
surrounding land & sea zones. 
Supply: The Headquarters is a supply 
depot as per 3.0 below. 
 

 

Damaged Rail (Order Marker HERE) 
 

 

 
 
The damaged rail marker is used as per 
Global War to mark railways damaged by 
strategic bombing.  Use chips underneath 
this marker to signify the amount of 
damage. 

 
 

2.0 Supply rules         
 
2.1 In Supply: A land or air unit is considered to be “in supply” if  
 

(a) The unit can trace a supply path to any zone in its Home 
Country 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Headquarters-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2208.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Headquarters-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2208.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Rail-Damage-Marker-Acrylic-X5_p_2205.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Rail-Damage-Marker-Acrylic-X5_p_2205.html
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(b) The unit can trace a limited supply path of 2 land zones 
through land zones Possessed by its allies even if no 
regular supply path is present, however; the land zone it 
traces to must be in a supply path. 

 
2.2 Out of Supply: A land or air unit is out supply if it cannot trace 
supply.  A unit that is out of supply cannot attack, cannot combat 
move, and may only move half its normal movement rate (FRU) to a 
minimum of 1.  Units out of supply suffer a -1 penalty on Defense. 
 
2.3 Check Supply: Supply always applies and can be checked any 
time it would be appropriate to apply a modifier. 
 
2.4 Always in Supply: The following units are always in supply: 
 (a) Units in their Home Country 

(b) Partisans, Commanders, Spies, Fortifications, Coastal 
Artillery. 

 (c) Naval Units 
 (d) Air units that are in flight and on combat air patrol. 
 
2.5 Supply and Supply Path: Being “in supply” does not 
automatically mean a unit is in a supply path. 
 

Supply Depot (Order Marker HERE) 

 

Cost: 2 IPP 
Placement: Anywhere that is in a supply 
path. 
Movement: A Supply Depot may be 
moved via a supply path, by an air 
transport, or accompany a land unit as it 
moves.  It takes up no space on a 
transport.  
Effect: A Supply Depot provides supply to 
all units in its zone.  A player adjacent to a 
supply depot is in su 
Ordnance: If you are playing with any of 
our three ordnance sets, Supply Depots 
are a munition storage location. 

 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-SupplyDepot-Marker-Acrylic-x5_p_2209.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-SupplyDepot-Marker-Acrylic-x5_p_2209.html
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3.0 Spies           
 
Spies (Order Marker HERE) 
 

 

Purchase: 3 IPP 
Effect: Players may use spy actions (MAR 
3.0) 
Set Up: At start of game place 1 Spy in 
each Major Power capital (do not place for 
FEC & ANZAC) and 1 each for the KMT 
and CCP. 

 
4,0 Spies: Spies represent various different political, military and 
economic operatives. 
4.1 Placement: A spy is purchased and placed in the Home Country 
capital.   
4.2 Movement: A spy does not move. He must use the infiltrate 
action to move to a location.  When the spy wishes to move again he 
must execute a recall action to be placed back in his home country 
capital.   
4.3 Spy Actions: Each turn on their Combat Phase a player may 
attempt a spy action as follows as on table 3-1,  Roll a D12. If the 
spy achieves the “Success” number he achieves the desired result. 
Otherwise nothing happens unless he rolls the “failure” number 
which eliminates the spy.  Only one spy per land zone may take a 
spy action (except for infiltrate and recall). 
4.4 Peacetime Spying: If a spy is eliminated in peacetime it in Britain, 
France, USA or Soviet Union it adds D6 peacetime income increase. 
4.5 Loss: If a nation surrenders all spies are immediately removed 
from game. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Spy-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2210.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Spy-Marker-Acrylic-x5-_p_2210.html
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Table 3-1 Spy Actions 
 

Action Success Failure 

Infiltrate 1-6: Place the spy in and 
land zone in the world 

7-10 Place the spy back 
in the Home Country 
11-12 Eliminate spy 

Recall 1-10: Place the spy back 
in your home country 

11-12 Eliminate the spy. 

Technology 
Espionage 

1-3: Chose a technology 
your opponent has 1 or 
more stages in.  
Advance your own 
marker 1 in that 
technology. 

10-12: Eliminate Spy. 

Political Espionage 
(Enemy Capital 
Only) 

1-4: Player takes a -1 on 
any influence related 
rolls this turn 

12 : Eliminate Spy 

Shipping 
Observation 
(In zone with enemy 
naval base) 

1-6: Spy give any  one 
submarine a +1 convoy 
raiding roll along a 
convoy line that runs 
adjacent to the base 

12 : Eliminate spy 

Intelligence 1-5 – Spy provides a +1 
attack bonus to any one 
unit attacking this zone 
or +2 damage in 
strategic bombing 

11-12 : Eliminate spy 

Agitate 
Partisans 
Expansion 

Spy gets to make an 
additional Partisan 
generation roll in that 
zone 

10-12 : Eliminate spy. 

Assassination 
Commander 
Expansion 

1 – Spy eliminates one 
commander 

6-12 – Eliminate spy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


